A procedure to estimate normal and friction contact parameters in the stance phase of the human gait.
A new approach to estimate normal and tangential contact parameters in the foot-ground contact during human gait was proposed. A correct estimation of the contact parameters would be very important in the resolution of predictive forward dynamic problems. The normal contact forces have been well estimated in the literature. But accurate estimation of tangential forces has not been reached yet. This work proposed a new procedure to accurately estimate friction forces. The approach has been based on the consideration of the modulus of the tangential force instead of its components. This modulus was introduced together with the modulus of the normal contact force and its two associated moments in an optimization algorithm to fit the contact forces provided by the model to the experimental data obtained with a force plate. An inverse dynamics problem was solved as a step previous to the optimization algorithm. The results showed that both the normal and tangential forces and the moments in the horizontal plane were in agreement with the experimental measurements. This work also analyzed the influence on the results of the friction law. The results obtained with the general friction law, which considered dry (static and dynamic) and viscous friction, were compared with results provided by simpler laws. The analysis of the components of the friction forces pointed out the importance of the Stribeck component in the resultant force instead of the viscous friction which played a minimal role. But for modelling the stick-slip transition, the implementation of a general friction law is necessary.